[Changes in the level of Krebs cycle metabolites in the brain tissue in the hypoglycemic nervous syndrome].
Different levels of pyruvate, citrate and alpha-ketoglutarate were investigated in the brain tissue of white rats exposed to insulin-induced coma or in various periods following its glucose-cutting. The emergence of pronounced hypoglycemic nervous disorders was followed by a significant decrease in the content of all mentioned acids. Glucose arrest of insulin-caused coma took place in the presence of inactive initial stages of Krebs cycle (citrate synthesis). Restoration of hypoglycemia-affected brain functions had no correlation with the activated citrate synthesis. The levels of citrate and alpha-ketoglutarate normalized 15 minutes after glucose injection and the pyruvate level augmented 30 minutes after the drug administration. It was suggested that the glucose arresting effect demonstrated in insulin coma was conditioned by transformations in glucose carbon lattice regarding pyruvate carboxylising into oxalacetate with further inclusion into brain amino acids and peptides.